FULL STACK DEVELOPER
WHO ARE WE?
At OpenMotics, we are re-imagining, redesigning, and re-engineering the way your
building works. Smart building automation
increases comfort, lowers your energy
consumption and with optimised energy flows
we help fighting the global carbon footprint.
We are looking for passionate and creative
people who love developing tomorrow’s IoT
platform. OpenMotics is a fast-growing company
with a no-nonsense culture that gets stuff done.
We build a professional open source building
automation platform including automation
hardware, energy measurement capabilities and
a dynamic cloud management interface
allowing the functionality to be extended by 3rd
party services.
We get off on solving real problems in the most
elegant manner possible and want to work with
people who think alike. We’re a team but also a
family. We dream big, iterate fast, and like to
build a better future.

YOU...

... are hands-on and love real-time data
... are interested in embedded devices, firmware,
hardware development
... like an environment where everything doesn’t
have to be serious all the time and you
appreciate humor, fun and off-work activities.

NICE TO HAVES
Contact with C++ and Qt (either just briefly
as a hobby or professional)
Familiarity with time series databases
Some basic frontend experience with JS
frameworks e.g. Angular
Exposure to automated
testing/deployment/docker/...
Experience with real-time streaming data
(Kafka, MQTT, ...)

YOUR SKILLS

REAL-TIME
DATA LOVER

TEAMPLAYER

... have a Master or Professional Bachelor in
CS/IT/ICT or equivalent through experience
... have at least 3 years of experience developing
software, preferably in Python/Django

PYTHON

... like to develop a full stack software platform
from direct serial communication with
microcontrollers up to a scaling cloud platform
with various web interfaces, APIs and market
place
... like to discuss technical challenges with the
team and willing to step out of your comfort
zone every now and then (to e.g. learn
something new, or help out the team)

HANDS-ON

CONTACT US
jobs@openmotics.com

